TABLES
CAFE and DINING
furniture for the way you worship

TABLE TOPS
Laminate Surfaces

Surface Edge

Our wide selection of laminates lets you choose the Sauder Worship
Seating® table top color and style that best reflects your interior
environment needs. Shown are several of the more popular colors
in both laminates and soft edges
(SSE). Laminates from Formica®,
Wilsonart®, Nevamar®, and
Pionite® are standard, however any
manufacturer can be specified.

Self Edge
Match the edge with your top. The self edge duplicates the laminate
color or wood grain pattern of your Sauder Worship table top. Routed
and hand filed for a smooth, custom crafted finish.

Wood Edge Styles
Framed Wood Edge
Select, clear grade, ½" maple edging bonded flush to laminate
surface with a highly water-resistant, thermoset, urea resin glue.
Wood edging mitered on 45° angles on ends for square fit at corners.
Eased corners standard on all rectangular tops. Edging for round
tops cut from 1¼" thick solid planks – minimum five pieces per top – to
ensure structural integrity and minimize grain checking. Oak edge
available upon request.
Half Round Wood Edge
Post-laminated ½" half-round wood edge banded to core surface
with highly water resistant thermoset glue. Laminate is overlaid up to
the exposed radius edge.
Bullnose Wood Edge
Select clear grade 1¼" solid maple bullnose edging. Eased corners
standard on all rectangular tops. Edging corners standard on all
rectangular tops. Edging for round tops cut from 1¼" thick solid oak
planks – minimum five pieces per top – to ensure structural integrity
and minimize grain checking. Oak edge available upon request.
Laminated Hardwood Edge
Combines the strength and beauty of wood with 21 plys of laminated
hardwood creating a truly warm, unique look. 13 ply tops are also
available for coffee, end and corner tables. Top can also be laminated
with a choice of colors to match any interior decor.

Solid Surface Tops
Reinforced solid surface material compression molded in one piece
for superior heat, stain, and impact resistance over fabricated sheet
products. Finished to 1½" thick. Available in several square, rectangle,
and round sizes with either a round or bevel edge. Contact your local
Sauder Worship Sales Consultant for available colors.

Construction Specifications
Core: Premium, 45 lb. density particle board,
finishing to 11/8". Laminate: horizontal grade, .04” thick with a
phenolic-impregnated backing laminate of .02”. Overall top
thickness: 1¼”.

Level Locks
Sauder Worship level lock #1052000 allows two or
more tables to be aligned and connected, providing
a flat, more stable table top surface. Level locks add
a new dimension to table functionality by increasing
their versatility and applications. To order, specify as an
accessory with your table top.

Table Top Shapes
Sauder Worship table tops come in several standard shapes,
including round, square, rectangle, trapezoid, boat, oval, and
racetrack.

Soft Edge
Vinyl Bumper
Handsome and durable, Sauder Worship Seating vinyl bumper
edges come standard in black, brown, grey, almond or white. The
¼" T-molding is pressure-driven into the vertical core edges, then
anchored with spot nails. The hand-trimming vinyl bumper edge
conforms to the 7/8" half round.
SSE Edges
Feels soft, is strong, the SSE actually makes your table tougher! The
SSE is semi-soft (Shore A 75 durometer) urethane molded onto
premium 45-lb. density particle board. The SSE has color running
completely through it and contains an added ultraviolet inhibitor
to resist fading. It’s self-sealing and resists acids. If your table
specifications call for extra toughness and great looks too, specify the
SSE edge. Available in extended bullnose, square edge and raised
edge drip-free specification.
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Trapezoid Table Tops
The Sauder Worship trapezoid table
top is interior design geometry at its
best! You can configure the trapezoid
table in a variety of combinations
that best suit the needs of changing
interior environments. Their unique
combination of form and function
make them especially useful in
education applications. Contact your
Sauder Worship Sales Consultant for
details.
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STANDARD EDGE STYLE
Dining tables are available with a selection of
standard surface/edge styles including soft edges,
wood finishes, and a wide selection of laminates.

PlyLok Side Chairs, 4500 Series End Tables

Top / Surface Material
Substrate is 1¼" thick 45-lb. per cubic foot particleboard covered
with a high-pressure laminate (specified by the customer) on the top
surface and a laminate backer on the bottom surface.

Edge
Edge material is a semi-soft (75 Shore A durometer) elastomer
urethane that is ultra violet stable.

Framed Wood Edge
7050276

Half Round Wood Edge
7050536

Bullnose Wood Edge
7050576

Round, Laminated
Hardwood Edge
7050530

Self Edge
7050016

Vinyl Bumper Edge
7050706

Vinyl Bumper Edge Color Selections

Black

White

Brown
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Grey

Almond
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SOFT EDGE STYLES
Soft Edge Styles

Warranty

SSE table tops are an attractive and practical solution. The semi-soft
molded urethane edge offers a great look with outstanding durability,
and is available in several standard edge profiles and colors.
Combined with hundreds of commercially available high-pressure
laminates, SSE table tops top off any table with lasting style!

Sauder Worship Seating® Soft Edge (SSE) table tops are
guaranteed against defect in material and workmanship for
a period of 10-years from date of receipt of product. Visit
sauderworship.com or contact your local sales consultant for more
information.

SSE 1¼" Square Edge
7050287 (Not Shown:
Extended, 7050294)
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SSE Bullnose Edge
7050288 (Not Shown:
Extended, 7050294)

SSE Spill-Free Edge
7050283

SSE Extended Spill-Free Edge
7050296

Saffron SE03

Maplenut SE41

Toast SE44

Pebble SE45

Beige SE42

Concrete SE43

Fog SE33

Pewter SE32

Cool Grey SE34

Bordeaux SE38

Red SE06

Burgundy SE09

Wine SE07

Purple SE11

Cordovan SE08

Light Purple SE13

Navy SE15

Spectrum Blue SE16

Blue Grey SE17

Deep Green SE20

Teal Grey SE26

Moss Grey SE31

Grey SE30

Brown SE35

Black SE05
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WOOD TABLE LEGS and BASES
The enduring warmth of wood is fully expressed in Sauder
Worship Seating® wood table legs and bases. Beautifully
finished plybent/laminate construction of select northern
hardwoods assures both appearance and performance in
equal measure. Count on Sauder Worship tables to stand up
to the job with style.

Corner Leg Base

Wood Corner Leg Base with Braces and Half Round Wood Edge Table Top

Timeless corner leg design available with or without braces. 16plys of 1/16" hardwood laminations with
interior miter-lock joint construction
for exceptional stability. Available in all
Sauder Worship standard finishes, plus
match finishes. 27¾" standard height.

Full Pedestal Base
The warm elegance of wood with the strength of steel. For tables
up to 60" in diameter. 16 plys of 1/16"
hardwood laminations conceals a 3½"
square steel tube with braces of 11 plys for
added stability. Available in all Sauder
Worship standard finishes, plus match
finish. 27¾" standard height.

Half Pedestal Base

Wood Full Pedestal Base with Bullnose Wood Edge Table Top

Combination laminated hardwood and steel tube construction
similar to full pedestal bases. Ideal for longer tables in dining, study
areas, and conference rooms. Optional
support trestle available for added
stability. Available in all Sauder Worship
standard finishes, plus match finishes.
27¾” standard height.
Sauder Worship Seating dining tables provide a practical
solution to complement any decor. Equipped with multiple
table tops and bases in a variety of materials and styles,
the tables collections offer endless combinations. For more
information contact a Sauder Worship sales consultant or visit
sauderworship.com.

Flip Top Option

Wood Half Pedestal Base with Half Round Wood Edge Table Top
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Sauder Worship flip top #1059999 is a great space-saving solution.
A simple and convenient lever allows
the table top to be quickly moved from a
horizontal to a vertical position for efficient
storage. Available as an option on all
standard tops up to 54" wide.
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Sauder Worship Seating® café and dining tables offer a wide
variety of sizes, shapes and tops for worship gathering spaces.
Selecting the right table for you dining and café area helps
define the space. Tables provide a place for people to gather
together and connect before and after the service or during the
week on special projects.
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